
When  Bible Obedience  &  
Dark Worldly Agenda  MERGE

Is the following scenario POSSIBLE?
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Many globalists are tactical by nature.  IF  they are  active  in their commitment, they  often  assess things
and then try to use current events and trends to further accomplish their agenda.  

Could it be that one  day  in this current decade – yes, we’re this close to the very  end of days ! –  these
who seek to control will use (once the momentum increases due to unfolding worldwide cultural realities)
Bible-believing Christianity’s  commitment  against taking the mark in this way:  [please be patient and
allow me to further explain by reading on …] 

They will say (& act accordingly) among themselves, something to this effect:  “Let’s foster this appeal   
of the fundamentalists – i.e., Let’s actually  promote  their appeal:  ‘Don’t ever take the mark.’  This way
we can use it to take even more riches from the Bible-believing Christian communities around the globe.”  
[ Again, please keep reading and allow me to further clarify as we don’t want to be misunderstood. ]

Is it possible that some who promote the upcoming governance of the antichrist will one day soon actually 
support  the resistance  against  taking the mark  so that  more  (in the very near future) will adopt, both
perspectivally and in action, a negative response to the new financial system?  These globalists who will
capitalize on the  cultural moment  will proceed accordingly so that one day they can make  trillions 
through eventually plundering those who commit to civil disobedience (civil disobedience expressed, in
part, in the act of refusing to take the mark for commerce and spiritual purposes).  The plundering of the
Jews during the Holocaust is  child’s play  when compared to the upcoming  end of days  plundering.

While these  money-seeking  deceivers will initially promote the rejection of the mark so that a greater
number will move in that same direction, they will eventually use the anti-mark movement to plunder this
very group – those who refuse to take the mark.  In seeking to be as clear as possible:  These  wolves in
sheep’s clothing  will, at first,  appear  to be on the Christians’ side but only  so that  more  folks will join
the resistance against the mark.  The more refusing the mark, the more they will be able to plunder … the
more worldly riches they will take unto themselves.   WOW!   Daniel 7, 8 & 11 has some fascinating 
things to say about this plundering and the period of time the Bible calls the  war against the Saints ! 

If the above scenario were to actually take place, please discern this, dear Family in Christ:  Just because
these tacticians and the Bible believers will  appear  to share common ground concerning the mark, we, as
God’s people in Christ, are  NOT  being manipulated to be a tool of this dark system when we reject the
mark.  We are  not  joining these who plunder – that is, those who will also make the same ‘don’t take the
mark’ appeals.  We are obeying what  God  has actually directed His people in Christ to do:  Say  “NO”   
to taking the mark.   We’re called to follow God’s mandate:  “Don’t take the mark” even when some (who
do not know our Lord) are saying the same or similar things.  While darkness will employ this perspective
and act accordingly – they will take the Christians’ many assets through the implementation of the global
mark – we are  not  supporting  their  duplicity but, in fact, obeying God.  There’s a huge difference be-
tween the two, though, initially, both will  appear  to be promoting the same appeal of rejecting the mark.  

For online help that’s  non-hypothetical,  material that further fosters  biblical  discernment, please visit
www.EnduranceMinistries.online   (graphic-rich site)  or  www.FinalTrumpet.online  (content-rich site).
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